The Reporter-Telegram will give close cooperation with churches, civic organizations, schools and institutions of the community, assisting each one impartially. Such organizations are invited to make use of the columns of The Reporter-Telegram.

*Reporter-Telegram Editor T. Paul Barron, March 10, 1929.*

**Contacts**
Editor: Stewart Doreen 432-687-8856, sdoreen@mrt.com  
Managing Editor: Mary Dearen, 432-687-8852; mdearen@mrt.com  
Assistant Managing Editor: Megan Buck, 432-687-8871, mbuck@mrt.com  
Reporter: Steven Kuhlmann, 432-687-8870; skuhlmann@mrt.com

**Quick contacts**
Nonprofit news: Stewart Doreen, Mary Dearen, Megan Buck  
Religion News: Megan Buck  
Items of local interest: Stewart Doreen, Mary Dearen  
Names and Faces: Mary Dearen, Stewart Doreen  
S2 Faces: Stewart Doreen, Meredith Moriak  
Speaking Out columns: Stewart Doreen

**Opportunities for coverage**

**What is Faith and Philanthropy?**
This section combines the religion and philanthropic news of the day. It runs as section B in Friday’s Reporter-Telegram. Here are regular features in the F&P section.

- **Event preview or coverage/features:** contact Megan Buck. For event previews/coverage please contact us as early as possible.
- **Calendar:** weekly and coming soon calendar runs every Friday as space permits. Submit items for calendar to Megan Buck at mbuck@mrt.com no later than noon Wednesday for publication in Friday’s section.
- **Good Neighbors:** This is an area on the cover of F&P to highlight volunteers, good deeds, etc. Please send items no later than noon Wednesday.
- **In Need:** Another area on the cover of F&P where nonprofits can list specific needs. For example: volunteers for an event/program; donations of supplies, etc.
- **Guest columns:** We are open to running columns written by nonprofit staff or board members in Faith & Philanthropy and other sections.
- **Photos:** Send us your photos of your event/program/donation to run the photos in F&P, Culture or Names & Faces.

**What is Names and Faces?**
This runs in Monday’s B section. Names and Faces helps put a name and a face on what’s happening in the community, society and philanthropy events. If you have pictures, send them (along with photo caption information) to Managing Editor Mary Dearen at mdearen@mrt.com or Editor Stewart Doreen at sdoreen@mrt.com. For more information, call 687-8852.

**What is 52 Faces?**
This runs on the cover of Section B in Monday’s Reporter-Telegram. This is a feature where we spotlight those in Midland who are making a difference. We try to focus on volunteers and the behind-the-scenes players. The profile includes a Q-and-A with the difference-maker and a couple of letters (no more than 250 words each) from those who have seen/felt the impact the person has made. Each of those selected for 52 Faces get a half-page ad to dedicate to a favorite nonprofit. For more information contact, Stewart Doreen at 687-8856 or email sdoreen@mrt.com.

**What is a Speaking Out column?**
These are opinion articles, commonly referred to as op-eds. A person with a nonprofit or other organization can write up to 750 words about their group, an event coming up, a fund-raising period or another important topic affecting it or impacting the community. We can place Speaking Out columns in F&P, on Sunday’s letters page, the Sunday Culture section or another section of the paper. Please contact Stewart Doreen at 687-8856 or sdoreen@mrt.com for more information.